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A2T0: Introduction to Module 
 
Hi, thank you for taking your time to view the second module in our Foundations of Special 
Education pathway, Equity in Learning. This module was developed in partnership between 
Pastel Special Education and 1 Million Teachers.  
 
As we learned through the previous module, there are several types of exceptionalities that 
students in your classroom may have, which may be visible or hidden. You may have started to 
think about how to support students in the classroom with the struggles that come with 
exceptionalities.  
 
Through this module, we will build on the skills to advocate for the needs of exceptional 
learners and develop an appreciation for challenges people face starting from visible (ex. 
Physical) to hidden (ex. Intellectual) exceptionalities. In particular, we will be focusing on equity, 
equality and the differences between the two, how some students may need more resources, 
and the support and opportunities we can provide. Finally, we will end of this module with a 
case discussing equitable strategies.  
 
Thank you for watching and in the next video we will be discussing Equity and Equality.   
 
A2T1: Equity vs Equality 
 
Hi, in this video we will be discussing what equality is and what equity is. We will then compare 
the differences between the two with the goal of showing why equity is more important than 
equality in regard to fairness of learning.  
 
What do you think the difference is between equality and equity? 
 
Equality is the equal distribution of something, so everyone gets the same amount of what is 
being distributed. Let’s say there is a fence, and on the other side is a soccer game that we are 
trying to watch. Unfortunately, some of us are too short and cannot see over the barrier. 
Equality would be distributing one box each for us to all stand on, regardless of height.  
 
Within the classroom setting, it means that all students get the same resources or support 
regardless of ability, strengths or needs. For example, it means that all students will get the 
same number of math worksheets for extra help regardless of comprehension level.  
 
Equity is the distribution of something dependent on the individual’s needs. Equality is giving 
everyone the same resources, while equity is giving everyone what they need to be successful. 
If we go back to the soccer game, the issue with our equality-based strategy, is that some 
people don’t need the box to see, while one box might not be enough for others. If we apply an 
equity-based strategy, we would distribute the boxes based off of need, everyone gets enough 
boxes so they can see. Our taller friends don’t lose anything since they can still enjoy the 
game, but our shorter friends now benefit. 
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Within the classroom setting, it means that students are given resources or support based on 
their strengths and needs. For example, this means that students who have difficulties with a 
mathematical concept may get extra worksheets to practice on to understand the concept. On 
the other side, a student that has strengths in math may get worksheets with different 
problems, more challenging ones.   
 
Our goal is not to say that equality is bad, but just to highlight the need of equity to support all 
learners. If we are to create a truly inclusive classroom, equality just isn’t enough. Treating 
everyone the same leaves some students craving more challenge, while some students are not 
supported enough. Taking the perspective of equity, ensures all students have an appropriate 
challenge to foster success.  
 
Thank you for watching and in the next video we will be furthering our discussion of “why 
equity” with some examples of exceptionalities.  
 
A2T2: Why Equity? Pt. 1 
 
Hi, in this video we will be discussing why equity is more important than equality, using 
examples to understand the need for equity in a classroom. We will then discuss why some 
students need more resources depending on their exceptionality and individual needs.  
 
As we previously discussed, equality is the equal distribution of something, so everyone gets 
the same amount of what is being distributed. On the other hand, equity is the distribution of 
something dependent on the individual’s needs.  
 
Do you think equity or equality should be focused on in the classroom? Why? 
 
To have a truly inclusive classroom, we need to shift towards equity in learning. Equity is more 
important than equality because it gives everyone a chance to be successful by giving them 
the support/resources that they need. One great example of this is using eye glasses, 
addressing a physical exceptionality related to vision, and challenges seeing the board. 
Equality would mean that all students got glasses or that no one got glasses because that is 
equal distribution. Equity in this example would mean that students who needed glasses got 
them so that all students could see the board.   
 
All students have different needs and strengths. Therefore, students require individualized 
supports and resources to help them reach their full potential and be successful in the 
classroom. Eye glasses are an easy example to understand, but for more hidden and complex 
challenges, a lack of understanding can lead educators to stray away from equitable strategies.  
 
Let’s take a look at sensory integration challenges, a type of exceptionality that occurs due to 
differences in the neurological processing of sensory input. Certain smells, sounds, sights, and 
textures can create an environment where students feel upset, overwhelmed or anxious. Sam 
is a student that craves sensory input, his body feels uncomfortable due to a lack of 
stimulation, increasing his levels of anxiety and making it difficult to focus in class.  
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If we did not take the time to understand Sam’s exceptionality, one perspective we might take 
is, “everyone is sitting in the same chairs and desks, and everyone is receiving the same 
lesson. Sam should be able to focus, just like everyone else.” 
 
Instead, if we apply an equitable strategy, we can provide Sam with a weighted blanket, which 
applies deep touch pressure. This way, Sam feels more comfortable with his body and 
supports him to focus on classroom activities.  
 
For other students that experience sensory challenges, we can work with them and their 
caregivers to identify sensory triggers. These are sensory inputs that can cause distress for the 
student. Recognizing and reducing sensory triggers is an example of equitable learning, as we 
are dedicating more time to create a better learning environment to include an individual, even 
though the environment may have been comfortable for most students.  
 
It is important to remember that some students will be successful in the classroom without 
additional resources, some will require a little more support and others will require more 
support and resources to thrive.  
 
Thank you for watching and in the next video we will be discussing why equity is necessary in 
a classroom, specifically for students with communication and intellectual exceptionalities.  
 

(1) Physical Exceptionality: Blind and Low Vision. (n.d.). Retrieved from 
https://www.oise.utoronto.ca/adaptivetech/Special_Ed/Physical_Exceptionality.html 

 
A2T3: Why Equity? Pt. 2 
 
Hi, let’s continue our discussion of why equity, looking at communication and intellectual 
exceptionalities.  
 
Let’s start by taking an example of a science presentation to the class about a plant of their 
choice. There is a student, Jessica, who has a form of speech impairment, impacting speed 
and articulation of communication. To begin our approach, let’s establish some goals of this 
assignment: 1. Demonstrate an understanding of plant life, 2. To develop presentation skills.  
 
For Jessica, her exceptionality may make this second goal a little daunting, and because of 
this, it may also impact our ability to assess her understanding of the topic. If we take the 
perspective on equity that every student should be challenged the appropriate amount, we 
may adapt the assignment slightly to allow her to present only to the educator with a different 
time constraint. We may also allow her to submit her presentation notes, as an additional way 
to assess her understanding. This way, we create a space where she is more comfortable to 
present, and allows us to evaluate the goals of the assignment. 
 
Moving to intellectual exceptionalities, this includes giftedness, mild intellectual exceptionalities 
and developmental exceptionalities. Remember, intellectual exceptionalities can be hidden, but 
just because a challenge is harder to see and understand does not make it less valid. For each 
type of intellectual exceptionality, a different level of challenge is necessary for all students to 
achieve their full potential.  
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If we use the example of a primary level writing assignment, the standard assignment may be 
to create an illustrated story book. For our gifted students, we might challenge them to write a 
story with a clear exposition, rising action, climax, falling action and resolution; for mild 
intellectual exceptionalities, the standard assignment may be appropriate, but we may check-
in more frequently with the student; and for developmental exceptionalities, our focus for the 
student may be to write complete sentences for each page. It may be difficult to determine the 
proper type and amount of resources to support each student. Taking the time to recognize 
needs and implement equitable strategies is crucial to the success of all students.  
 
Thank you for watching and in the next video we will be discussing how teachers can support 
different students’ individualized needs and make their classrooms equitable.  
 

(1) https://www.oise.utoronto.ca/adaptivetech/Special_Ed/Intellectual_Exceptionality/Gifte
dness/index.html 

(2) Intellectual Exceptionality: MID. (n.d.). Retrieved from 
https://www.oise.utoronto.ca/adaptivetech/Special_Ed/Intellectual_Exceptionality/MID/i
ndex.html 

(3) Intellectual Exceptionality: DD. (n.d.). Retrieved from 
https://www.oise.utoronto.ca/adaptivetech/Special_Ed/Intellectual_Exceptionality/DD/in
dex.html 

(4) Autism Spectrum Disorder. (n.d.). Retrieved from 
https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/topics/autism-spectrum-disorders-asd/index.shtml 

(5) Larah A. J. Van Der Meer, & Rispoli, M. (2010). Communication interventions involving 
speech-generating devices for children with autism: A review of the 
literature. Developmental Neurorehabilitation,13(4), 294-306. 
doi:10.3109/17518421003671494 

 
A2T4: A Teacher’s Role in the Equitable Classroom 
 
Hi, in this video we will be discussing a teacher’s role in the equitable classroom. Specifically, 
we will look at identifying the needs of students in the classroom, how to adapt and support 
student learning, as well as how to monitor the success of students.  
 
Identifying the needs of students in the classroom may be easy or difficult depending on how 
the exceptionality is presented in the individual student. Getting to know each student in the 
classroom is a good way to learn their strengths and needs. A crucial part of getting to know 
the students is to talk and interact with them. Not only can you get a lot of information directly 
from them, but you can learn about how they see themselves and their abilities in relation to 
what you see. One challenge of hidden exceptionalities is that they are difficult for others to 
see, but they can also be difficult for the students to understand for themselves.  
 
We can further understand the strengths and needs of students through classroom activities 
such as writing, physical activity, and different types of comprehension. These are all part of 
daily tasks of an educator, but emphasizing our focus on why students succeed or struggle 
helps guide where students may need extra support and resources.  
 
Using the information learned through identifying the needs of students, we can then adapt 
and support students to learn. If we know that a student struggles with a particular area, then 
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working on tailoring lessons to fit the student’s needs or providing extra resources helps better 
support the development of the child. We can do more than just adapt curriculum - supporting 
students emotionally can also have a drastic impact on their success in the classroom.  
 
After adapting lessons or providing extra resources at the start of the year, do you think that is 
enough? 
 
The last thing we will touch upon is monitoring the success of students. Needs are constantly 
evolving, and in this case, this means that students who required certain teaching strategies or 
lessons adapted may need them changed overtime. It is imperative to check in on students 
periodically to see if those supports are aiding them in classroom interactions and success.  
 
Thank you for watching and in the last video of the module, we will be discussing strategies on 
what we can do to help utilizing a wrap-up case.  
 
A2T5: What Can We Do to Help? 
 
Hi, in this final video of the module, we will be looking at how we can help and use a case 
study in identifying areas of challenge and opportunities for equitable strategies.  
 
So, where do you think you can look to find resources and support? 
 
Within a school, collaboration is key. Not only can other educators have insight into a student’s 
learning preferences, but working with other teachers and splitting resources, such as 
communication aids, can be more cost-effective and still accomplish the same goals.  
 
Having simple charts, pictures, and other visuals can aid students who need extra support to 
communicate or understand concepts. In turn these can also help other students communicate 
with them, increasing inclusivity.   
 
But, how does this all look like in a practical sense. Let’s use a case to help build our 
understanding.  
 
Case: In the first few weeks of class you notice one of your students, Timothy, not participating 
in classroom discussions, disengaged from other students, disinterested from classroom 
activities and tends to keep to himself on the playground. When he talks to you, he struggles to 
form full phrases to communicate his ideas. Finally, you see through the work Timothy submits 
that he is not grasping content, and has writing abilities are below his peers. 
 
Assessing and diagnosing exceptionalities is a process that varies across school boards, but 
there are often formalized processes and assessment tools that are available. From this 
description, we would likely initiate an assessment process, with a hypothesis that Timothy 
may have a communication and intellectual exceptionality. 
 
What are some challenges you think Timothy will face throughout the year? 

- Social isolation from peers 
- Difficulties grasping content 
- Challenges interpreting written language 
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- Difficulties with expressive language. 
 
What are some ways we can help? 

- Handout’s with visual representation of concepts or terminology. 
- Tailoring lessons to work with his needs 

o Simplifying writing assignments 
o Increased use of visuals 
o Adaptations on student presentations 

- Check-in more frequently when written assignments or problems are given. 
 
What are other  teaching strategies we can use? 

- Find ways to increase social inclusion through group activities in the class. 
- Use preferential seating to make it easier for Timothy to ask for help from you or other 

students. 
 
Now you notice in about 2 months that Timothy has been excelling in the lessons you have 
been adapting for him.  

- Like we discussed about monitoring students, you can start to make the lessons more 
challenging for Timothy. Examples of this might be expanding his skills in writing, or 
adding more written problems in subjects like math. This is a way to ensure that he is 
being continually challenged and working to his full potential. 

 
That wraps-up the case, as well as this module on Equity in Learning. We hope that through 
these videos, you have a better appreciation of why equity is important, and some ways to 
better support students. Now that we have covered these foundations, we can have a more 
comprehensive discussion of ways to adapt instruction to support all learners.  
 
Thank you for watching! In the next module, we will be discussing Differentiated Instruction. 
Hope to see you there 
 

 


